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Introduction. Stars, Water Wings, and Hairs. 
Bernini’s Career in Metaphor 
In Paul Fréart de Chantelou’s diary of Bernini’s time in Paris, the artist credits his success
to a “star,” which “secures him a certain respect during his lifetime; on his death, this
ascendant will no longer act and thus his reputation will wane or all of a sudden tumble
down.”1 To Charles Avery, Bernini’s words were “an accurate premonition;” to Irving
Lavin they would surely be an example of the artist’s “false rhetoric of modesty.”2 ‘False
rhetoric’ evokes the slippery skill of dissimulation, “the courtly art of saying what people
want to hear,” thus aligning Bernini’s self-presentation in Paris with the broader trajec-
tory of his persona as the skilled court architect of papal Rome.3 Yet, Bernini’s fortunes
in the 1660s and 1670s did face marked challenges, including the stillborn efforts of the
trip to France and criticism of his work at St. Peter’s and its piazza. 1665 – the year of
the trip to France and of the artist’s musings on fame and legacy – can be seen as a turn-
ing point in Bernini’s career. At that time he was at the zenith of his success, the leading
pan-European architect and sculptor. However, the slow decline of his eminence was on
the horizon, the result of shifting receptions of his art.4 The genesis of the ‘official’ bio-
graphy project, which would eventually emerge in the works of Filippo Baldinucci and
Domenico Bernini, dates to these same years, as a corrective to bad press and, worse, to
silence from critics such as Giovan Pietro Bellori.5 Perhaps Bernini’s modesty was not
entirely false after all, but rather a hint that the artist had a more troubled – and percep-
tive – understanding of the challenges facing his legacy.
1 Paul Fréart de Chantelou, Journal de voyage de cavalier Bernin en France, ed. Milovan Stanic´ (Paris:
Macula, 2001), 86 (23 July): “qu’il devait toute sa réputation à son étoile [qui] le faisait estimer de son
vivant; que, mort, cet ascendant n’agirait plus, et qu’ainsi sa réputation déchoirait ou tomberait tout à
coup.”
2 Charles Avery, Bernini, Genius of the Baroque (London: Thames & Hudson, 1997), 276; Irving Lavin,
“Argan’s Rhetoric and the history of style,” in Giulio Carlo Argan. Intellettuale e storico dell’arte, ed.
Claudio Gamba (Milan: Electa, 2012), 262.
3 Alexander Nagel, “In Praise of Power,” London Review of Books 35 (2013): 29.
4 See e.g. the equivalent statements of Abbé Michel Marolles or of Claude and Charles Perrault.
5 Tomaso Montanari, “At the margins of the historiography of art. The ‘Vite’ of Bernini between auto-
biography and apologia,” in Bernini’s Biographies. Critical Essays, ed. Maarten Delbeke, Evonne Levy,
and Steven Ostrow (University Park, Penn.: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2006), 74–77.
On the same day that he spoke of his “good star,” Bernini described his success to
Jean-Jacques Charron, the Marquis of Ménars and Colbert’s brother-in-law, in terms
that have not been as remarked on, perhaps because they invoke a less lofty image: water
wings or floats. In his life, Bernini said, God had given him the grace that, despite his
irascible character, he was not brought down and instead was saved “like a man who,
not knowing how to swim, has floats made of pumpkins (calebasses / galleggianti di
zucca) and, even though every so often he sinks to the bottom, he nevertheless resurfaces
quickly.”6 In this instance Bernini acknowledges that his life has not been entirely
smooth, that he has, at times, ‘touched bottom’. His water wings have been, he explains,
theological works such as the sermons of Padre Oliva; he thus connects his success to his
unwavering faith. In Chantelou’s recounting of the conversation the personal and the
professional are seemingly interchangeable, and the interlocutors veer seamlessly from
one to the other. Bernini begins by giving his judgment on the design of the Tuileries
Palace, before advising Charron not to “abandon himself to pleasure” in his youth, and
then compares himself to the man with the pumpkin water wings. Oliva, first mention-
ed as a spiritual authority, quickly becomes a professional advisor. According to Bernini,
Oliva’s comment on the proposed trip to France was that: “[i]f an angel came to tell me
that you should die on that trip, nonetheless I would tell you – go.”7 The fusion of the
personal and the professional performed in Chantelou’s text surely also underlies Berni-
ni’s aquatic analogy. In ‘touching bottom’, the artist could have been reflecting on any-
thing from his peril after Urban VIII’s death or the scandal with Costanza Piccolomini
Bonucelli (generally known as Costanza Bonarelli) to the disaster of the bell towers.8
From the anecdote we get an idea of the stakes Bernini felt to be at play in his career and
in his artistic legacy: life or death, damnation to oblivion or salvation.
The decision to take roughly 1665 as the beginning of Bernini’s ‘later’ years is not
stylistic so much as it is social and practical.9 The trip to France in that year marked the
8 Claudia Lehmann and Karen J. Lloyd
6 Chantelou, Journal, 85 (23 July): “[…] que Dieu lui avait fait la grâce à lui, que quoiqu’il y eût un
grand penchant dans sa jeunesse et qu’il fût d’un tempérament de feu, il ne s’y était pas laissé emporter,
et qu’il s’en était sauvé, comme un homme qui a des calebasses, qui ne sachant pas nager, et allant
quelquefois au fond de l’eau, revient pourtant dessus tout aussitôt […].”
7 Chantelou, Journal, 85 (23 July): “Se un Angelo venisse a dirmi che voi dovreste morir in quel viaggo,
io direi nondimeno: andatevi.” Cecil Gould argues that Oliva’s command was the definitive factor in
Bernini’s decision to go to France. Cecil Gould, Bernini in France: an Episode in Seventeenth-Century
History (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1981), 21.
8 See Karen Lloyd, “Bernini and the Vacant See,” The Burlington Magazine 150 (2008): 821–824; Sarah
McPhee, Bernini and the Bell Towers. Architecture and Politics at the Vatican (New Haven: Yale Univer-
sity Press, 2002); Sarah McPhee, Bernini’s Beloved. A Portrait of Costanza Piccolomini (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2012).
9 On Bernini and ‘old age style’ see: Catherine M. Sousloff, “Old age and old-age style in the ‘Lives’ of
artists: Gianlorenzo Bernini,” The Art Journal 46 (1987): 115–121. A general study of the question of 
apex of his success on a European scale, but he undertook it with great trepidation given
his age (he was 67 at that point). He brought one son, Paolo, with him, likely hoping to
launch the teenager’s career as a sculptor at the French court, as his own father had done
for him with Paul V many years before. Back in Rome, Bernini’s projects increasingly
involved large numbers of sculptors and the final products began to show some stylistic
autonomy (think for example of the cohesion of the Tomb of Urban VIII versus the
fragmentation of the tomb of Alexander VII, or the Four Rivers Fountain versus the
Ponte Sant’ Angelo). Although he worked for Clement IX (1667–69), Clement X
(1670–76), and Innocent XI (1676–89) and retained the title of Architect of St. Peter’s
until his death in 1680, Bernini’s works for Alexander VII also mark his last feverishly
productive collaboration.
In France, Bernini’s visual language would in fact survive in the art of Pierre Mignard
and Antoine Coysevox, and even in designs made by Charles Le Brun. Yet it would also
be challenged by the French court’s ambitious efforts to establish a nationally defined art
executed mainly by French artists. That aesthetic project aimed however not to be de-
fined by the art of modern Rome, but rather to have direct recourse to the classical
world. From Chantelou’s Journal we know that the French king wished for a Louvre on
the model of a Roman palazzo, but his courtiers and architects were clearly not in favor
of such a plan.10 This ‘lining up’ under national signs is drawn through the entirety of
the time Bernini spent in the French capital. Even while he was carving it, Bernini’s bust
of Louis XIV was faced with a French counterproposal.11 The King’s equestrian monu-
ment, which Bernini created in Rome after his stay in Paris, was perceived by the French
as the last act of artistic decline performed by the man who was once the greatest artist
in Europe.12 While in Paris Bernini perceived the challenges that surrounded him. To
Chantelou he recalled that Maffeo Barberini, while still a cardinal, had once warned him
about working in the French capital. Barberini advised him against a proposed journey,
arguing that only the artist who best manages intrigues and cabals will remain on top in
France, even if he is incapable and talentless.13 At Louis XIV’s court Bernini had to
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old age style in sculpture, as Philip Sohm has produced for painting, is lacking. Philip Sohm, The
Artist Grows Old: The Aging of Art and Artists in Italy, 1500–1800 (New Haven: Yale University Press,
2007).
10 Chantelou, Journal, 149 and 150 (1 September).
11 Philipp Zitzlsperger, “Kontroversen um Berninis Königsbüste,” in Bernini in Paris: Das Tagebuch des
Paul Fréart de Chantelou über den Aufenthalt Gianlorenzo Berninis am Hof Ludwigs XIV., ed. Pablo
Schneider and Philipp Zitzlsperger (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 2006), 397–415; Dietrich Erben, Paris
und Rom. Die staatlich gelenkten Kunstbeziehungen unter Ludwig XIV. (Berlin: Akademie Verlag,
2004), 116.
12 Simone Hoog, Le Bernin, Louis XIV, une statue ‘déplacée’ (Paris: Adam Biro, 1989).
13 Chantelou, Journal, 83 (22 July): “[…] que celui qui y avait le plus d’intrigue et de cabale était tou-
jours le plus habile, quoiqu’il fût sans capacité et sans talent […].”
struggle for the supremacy that by that point he had experienced in Rome as a matter of
course – in Paris it became fragile and far from self-evident. Even if the newly nationalis-
tic institutions of French art experienced a brief flirtation with Roman trends at the time
Bernini stayed in Paris, it was a short-lived affair that did not much outlast Bernini’s
departure for the Eternal City. Although the separation was gradual, by 1690 the divorce
was complete.
This book presents articles focusing on designs and works produced during Bernini’s
stay in Paris in 1665 and in the subsequent decade after his return to Rome. They build
on and contribute to a rich body of scholarship examining Bernini’s time in France 
and later career, enriched in the last decade by an Italian edition of Chantelou’s Journal
edited by Daniela del Pesco and an edited collection of essays on Bernini’s influence
throughout Europe, as well as earlier literature by Cecil Gould, Irving Lavin, and
others.14 Collectively, the essays gathered here demonstrate the wealth of material still to
be drawn from close visual and material examination, archival research, and comparative
literary analysis. 
The first four essays of this collection deal with Bernini’s works in Paris and their
afterlife. Sabine Frommel looks at the project that ostensibly brought the artist to France,
the expansion of the Louvre. She concentrates her study on the third palace design in
relationship to competing proposals from Italian artists and argues that Bernini’s ideas
were indelibly shaped by those of his competitors. The resulting third design is therefore
repositioned as a kind of composite production. Heiko Damm examines the only work
entirely produced in the French capital, the bust of King Louis XIV. Damm examines
the dialectically structured vision of the bust’s head and drapery or collar as a defense of
Italian stylistic grandeur and a virtuoso demonstration of Bernini’s skill in all the arts,
from the decorative to the monumental. Maarten Delbeke also focuses on the bust of
Louis XIV, using it as an entry point and test case to trace developing conceptions of
authorship and majesty in the representation of the French king in the writings of Pierre
Cureau de La Chambre, François Lemée, and Dominique Bouhours. Claudia Lehmann
studies the notion of macchia as it is used in Chantelou’s Journal, suggesting that the
term is best understood in the context of French art theory, and illuminates its signifi-
cance in the context of the cultural transfer from Rome to Paris around 1665 in the 
field of monumental fresco painting. These four essays draw Rome and Paris closer
together, establishing that Bernini kept a keen eye on the Italian scene while making his
10 Claudia Lehmann and Karen J. Lloyd
14 Daniela del Pesco, Bernini in Francia. Paul de Chantelou e il ‘Journal de voyage du cavalier bernin en
france’ (Naples: Electa, 2007); Le Bernini et l’Europe. Du triomphant à l’âge romantique, ed. Chantal
Grell and Milovan Stanic´ (Paris: Presses de l’Université de Paris-Sorbonne, 2002); Schneider and
Zitzlsperger, Bernini in Paris; Gould, Bernini in France; Irving Lavin, “Bernini’s Image of the Sun
King,” in Past-Present. Essays on Historicism in Art from Donatello to Picasso (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1993), 139–202 (republished 2007).
designs for the French court. It is also clear that he acted and was instrumentalized –
even much later by Chantelou – as an ambassador of Italian style and of the peninsula’s
hard-won ideal of the artistic persona, which would ultimately distance him from
French aims and institutions.
The second part of this book is dedicated to Bernini’s years in Rome after his return
from France, and focuses on his preeminent place as the creator of inventive and au-
thoritative papal imagery and monumental architecture. Karen Lloyd’s text stands as a
transition, examining the artist’s response to his time in France after his return to Italy.
Drawing out the connections between Bernini’s completed equestrians – the Constantine
and the Louis XIV – as well as long-standing papal projects, she argues that the French
monument should be read as a work of diplomatic art, overtly intended to convey a
reminder of papal authority to the wayward Louis XIV. 
In other cases, a patron’s exigencies outstripped the artist’s presumed ideals. Based on
a wealth of previously unexamined archival material and close material study, Maria
Grazia D’Amelio and Tod Marder provide a new picture of the physical construction
and history of the south colonnade of Piazza San Pietro. In doing so, they raise critical
questions about the collaborative relationships between Bernini, Alexander VII, and
Rome’s largely under-studied building industry.
At home, Bernini could return to familiar terrain and long-standing projects. Chris-
tian Berndt interprets the Elephant with the Obelisk in front of Santa Maria sopra Mi-
nerva as a monumental poetic device celebrating Alexander VII Chigi as a promoter of
the sciences and of the arts, and explores the literary and historical horizons within
which the poetic devices of emblems and imprese were received. His article demonstrates
that in his hometown Bernini could allow his taste for concetti to manifest itself without
restraint, to an audience receptive to such visual and linguistic challenges. In Rome he
also continued to find success even as a painter. Tomaso Montanari’s article presents
documentary evidence of two portraits of Pope Clement IX Rospigliosi painted by Ber-
nini in the 1670s, thus answering in the affirmative the question of whether Bernini
continued to paint in his later years and demonstrating the wiliness of Bernini’s mani-
pulation of the contemporary patronage system. 
On the whole, and with varied approaches, the texts collected here deal with Berni-
ni’s fundamental role as the leading creator of portraits, direct and indirect, of some of
the most powerful political players of his day. The studies of Bernini’s time in France
speak to the growing distance of Gallic absolutism from the fading dreams of papal
hegemony over Europe, while those of his works on his return to Rome assume Bernini’s
continued preeminence over the Roman art scene. At a glance, the split can be jarring,
begging the question of how best to situate the French interlude within the broader
historiography of Bernini’s later career. Perhaps we may take a cue from the artist him-
self, as reported by Domenico Bernini. As is well known, Bernini spelled out his concetto
for the equestrian Louis XIV to a French visitor to his studio who was dissatisfied with
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the work and in particular with the expression of joy on the monarch’s face. Bernini
explained that such an expression was appropriate to one whom, like the King, had
already reached the peak of the mountain of glory and thus earned “a comely laugh on
his lips.”15 Later, Bernini allowed himself his own “comely laugh” at another visitor who
surreptitiously risked criticizing some (the visitor felt) overly regular locks of the King’s
hair, for not corresponding to the movement indicated by the horse. Bernini turned to
the speaker and said, laughing, “A V[ostro] S[ignore] in quest’ Opera pare, che diano
fastidio li peli (It seems that, in this work, your lordship is bothered by the hairs).”16
Eraldo Bellini has explained the pun as a reference to the proverb cercare il pelo nell’uovo,
literally “to look for the crack in the egg,” but meaning “to split hairs” or to be overly
critical.17 Bellini’s reading is sensible, but it is perhaps not the only one – the joke is
ambiguous and there may be further significance to Bernini’s pun on peli. The word can
also mean “surface,” as in pelo d’acqua, the water’s surface. With the multivalent word,
Bernini stressed that his visitor was led astray by a need to criticize surface details, and
thus unable to see deeper and understand the full significance of the monument.18 The
perfect coif to the King’s curling hair, even while astride his bounding horse, suggests
the possibility of the monarch’s timeless perfection, his existence above the circum-
stances of the physical world. In his Roman studio, laughingly getting the better of
impertinent visitors while sculpting an image of the Sun King that would outlive both
patron and artist, Bernini too had earned the right to joviality. The texts gathered here
demonstrate the value of looking beyond the surface, and to the substance of Bernini’s
later career as a still-formidable ‘kingmaker’.
We owe thanks to the Wilkinson College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences,
Chapman University, and to the Ellen J. Beer-Foundation, Bern, for supporting us; and
to the staff and our colleagues from the Bibliotheca Hertziana, Rome. Above all, we
wish to thank the colleagues who discussed, criticized, and engaged with us during our
stay in Rome from 2006 to 2008 – they are too many to name, but we are ever grateful
for their insights and company.
12 Claudia Lehmann and Karen J. Lloyd
15 Domenico Bernini, The Life of Gian Lorenzo Bernini, trans. and ed. Franco Mormando (University
Park, Penn.: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2011), 150: “[…] perché è qualità propria di chi
gode la giovialità del volto, & un’avvenente riso della bocca, quindi è, che tale appunto haveva rappre-
sentato quel Monarca.”
16 Bernini, The Life of Gian Lorenzo Bernini, 149: “Avvenne una volta, ch’ei sentì un Tale, che con bassa
voce ragionando col suo Compagno pareva, che non approvasse nella Capigliera del Rè una certa cas-
cata uguale, impropria, com’egli diceva, al moto, che figurava il Cavallo: Onde graziosamente rivoltòs-
si a lui il Cavaliere, e come ridendo disse, A V.S. in quest’ Opera pare, che diano fastidio li peli.”
17 Bernini, The Life of Gian Lorenzo Bernini, 400, note 6.
18 Thanks to Camilla Fiore, Paola Vitolo, and Walter Cupperi for their insightful thoughts on the pos-
sible permutations of peli.
Karen J. Lloyd
All the King’s Horses. Bernini’s Equestrian Statues 
between Paris and Rome*
In 1670, at the age of 72, Bernini saw his equestrian statue of the Emperor Constantine
unveiled after what he claimed to have been seven years of labour on the work (Fig. 1).1
Just three years later, Bernini and his pupils finished another equestrian colossus, the
Louis XIV (Fig. 2).2 Bernini assured Jean-Baptiste Colbert that the statue of the French
king would be distinct from its Roman predecessor, yet the Louis XIV repeats and even
exaggerates many features of the Constantine that had received biting criticism from con-
temporaries.3 Specific details are not altered: Louis XIV does not hold reins, the horse is
crouched low and its rider is proportionally too long, the horse’s legs have a kind of knot
in the joints, the belly has clearly articulated veins from end to end, the neck is too thin,
and the head small. The Louis XIV even further exaggerates elements such as the large
and expressive ears, the wig-like mane, the deep curvature of the horse’s back, and the
slumped, awkward pose of its rider.4 On top of that, the Louis XIV had its own particu-
lar problems, including a strange (to French viewers) smile, a conspicuously lacking
crown, and a complex allegorical concetto.5 Why would Bernini repeat what was already
* My thanks go to Maarten Delbeke, Louise Rice, and Elena Napolitano for their critical commentary
and insights. I am particularly indebted to Tod Marder; this essay builds on his work on the Scala
Regia.
1 The original conception of the Constantine in fact went back much further, to the mid-1650’s. Tod 
A. Marder, Bernini’s Scala Regia at the Vatican Palace (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997),
165. On the chronology and development of the statue see Marder, Scala Regia, 165–251. In 1669,
Bernini told Girardon that he had worked on the Constantine unceasingly for seven years. Rudolf
Wittkower, “The vicissitudes of a dynastic monument: Bernini’s equestrian statue of Louis XIV,” in De
artibus opuscula XL: essays in honor of Erwin Panofsky, ed. Millard Meiss (New York: Univ. Press, 1961),
501, doc. 15.
2 Wittkower, “Bernini’s equestrian,” 511.
3 Stanislao Fraschetti, Il Bernini: la sua vita, la sua opera, il suo tempo (Milan: Hoepli, 1900), 321.
4 Notably, a bronze reproduction of the Louis XIV (transformed into Charles II of Spain) has reins; they
were likely not added by Bernini. Tomaso Montanari, “Da Luigi XIV a Carlo II. Metamorfosi dell’ul-
timo capolavoro di Gian Lorenzo Bernini,” in Arte y Diplomacia de la Monarquía Hispánica en el siglo
XVII, ed. José Luis Colomer (Madrid: Fernando Villaverde Ediciones, 2003), 409, 412.
5 See Wittkower, “Bernini’s equestrian.”
problematic, in a work that, by the time it was made, was clearly going to be his last
chance to represent himself on French soil?6 Created after Bernini’s return from France,
the meaning of the Louis XIV should be sought in Alexander VII’s Rome. Bernini’s
equestrians – executed and imagined – open rhetorical channels between France and the
papacy and convey a pointed message about the supremacy of spiritual authority over
temporal might. Much of the material reviewed here will be familiar to scholars of Ber-
nini and papal Rome; my goal is to reiterate the continuity between Bernini’s two com-
pleted equestrians as an essential component of their meaning.
Tod Marder’s 1998 study of the Constantine in the context of the Scala Regia
established the sculpture’s significance as a proclamation of the rightful submission of
secular to divine authority.7 In his consideration of Bernini’s projects for the French
118 Karen J. Lloyd
6 By the time he began work on the equestrian, the plans for the Louvre had already been abandoned.
7 Marder, Scala Regia.
Fig. 1 Gian Lorenzo Bernini, Constantine,
Vatican Palace, Scala Regia
crown, Irving Lavin argued that the Louis XIV carried a similar message, which he cha-
racterized as ‘subversive’ and an independent addition of Bernini’s; Lavin’s argument will
be discussed in more depth later in this essay.8 In order to understand the Louis XIV,
and why Bernini later commented that the French would “find little [in it],” it is necess-
ary to return to the conception and development of the Constantine.9
119All the King’s Horses
8 Irving Lavin, “Bernini’s Image of the Sun King,” in Past-Present. Essays on Historicism in Art from
Donatello to Picasso (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 139–202 (published again 2007).
Essential studies of the Louis XIV are: Wittkower, “Bernini’s equestrian;” Robert W. Berger, “Bernini’s
Louis XIV equestrian, a closer examination of its fortunes at Versailles,” The Art Bulletin 63 (1981):
232–248; Michel Martin, Les Monuments équestres de Louis XIV. Une grande enterprise de propagande
monarchique (Paris: Picard, 1986); Milovan Stanic´, “Louis XIV et Bernin: le voyage du Bernin à la
cour de France et sa place dans le décorum royal au début du règne personnel de Louis XIV,” in Arte
barroco e ideal clásico: aspectos del arte cortesano ed la segvnda mitad del siglo XVII (Rome: Sociedad
Estatal para la Acción Cultural Exterior, 2004), 155–176.
9 Wittkower, “Bernini’s equestrian,” 528, doc. 63.
Fig. 2 François Girardon after Gian Lorenzo Bernini, Equestrian statue of Louis XIV as Marcus Curtius
Versailles, Musée National du Château
The earliest evidence for the Constantine indicates that it was to be installed in a pier
between the first and second bays of the north side aisle of St. Peter’s and that it was to
be “in similitude of ” the monument to the Countess Matilda, installed in the next pier
to the west.10 Both the Matilda and the Constantine celebrate secular rulers who recog-
nized the divine and omnipotent authority of the church, so they formed an apt pair.
Later, around 1662, the decision was made to install the statue, instead, at the landing
where the northern end of the narthex of St. Peter’s intersects with the Scala Regia.11
The move suggests the lingering influence of a sixteenth-century plan to install equestri-
an statues of Emperor Charles V and King Francis I in the narthex of St. Peter’s, as
‘Most Christian Kings’ and “defenders of the faith” for having united against the
Turks.12 The project was never carried out, yet the idea of paired equestrian monuments
to Christian kings in St. Peter’s seems to have remained. As Marder has suggested, the
memory of it likely lies behind Alexander VII’s grandest plans for the completion of the
decoration of St. Peter’s.13 The Chigi pope intended to engage both ends of the narthex
in a single decorative project, as evidenced by a small undated sketch found in Alexan-
der’s papers and by his hand: three points indicate a triangle, with ‘Petri’ labelled at the
top, ‘C. Magni’ in the lower left and ‘Const.’ in the lower right.14 The references must
be, respectively, to the high altar of St. Peter’s, the north end of the narthex where the
Constantine was to be placed, and the south end of the narthex as a site for a projected
statue of Charlemagne.15 One of the written criticisms of Bernini’s Constantine, dated by
Marder to c. 1670–74, refers to a statue of Charlemagne to be placed across from the
Constantine in the future, suggesting that the plan was generally known.16 Thus, from its
inception the Constantine was always intended to form a pair with another monument
to a notable Christian ruler, first the Countess Matilda, then a projected Charlemagne.
120 Karen J. Lloyd
10 Fraschetti, Il Bernini, 318. Marder, Scala Regia, 167–169.
11 Marder, Scala Regia, 171.
12 Werner Gramberg, Die Düsseldorfer Skizzenbücher des Guglielmo della Porta (Berlin: Mann, 1964),
76–78, 81–84, 117–120. Marder, Scala Regia, 193. Sarah Blake McHam, “Giambologna’s equestrian
monument to Cosimo I: the monument makes the memory,” in Patronage and Italian Renaissance
Sculpture, ed. Kathleen Wren Christian and David J. Drogin (Farnham, Surrey, England; Burlington,
VT: Ashgate, 2010), 202–203.
13 Marder, Scala Regia, 193.
14 Marder, Scala Regia, 206–207. Carved Chigi stemma and angels were also placed over the south end
of the narthex in 1671.
15 Fraschetti, Il Bernini, 321.
16 Fraschetti, Il Bernini, 321. Marder, Scala Regia, 294, notes 168, 169, 170.
Constantine and Charlemagne
The equivalence between Constantine and Charlemagne had already been given visual
expression in seventeenth-century Rome, in the mosaics of the triclinium of Leo III at
the Lateran.17 In a project sponsored by Francesco Barberini, the mosaics – located on
the exterior of an apsidal structure just behind the building housing the Sancta Sanc-
torum (Fig. 3) – were ‘restored’ in 1624–5; the restoration included the wholesale
recreation of the mosaic on the west side of the apse.18 There an enthroned Christ is
flanked by kneeling figures of St. Sylvester and the Emperor Constantine, who accept
the apostolic keys and a standard, respectively (Fig. 4). To the east of the apse is a simi-
larly arranged grouping with, instead, St. Peter with Pope Leo III and Charlemagne; 
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18 Ingo Herklotz, “Francesco Barberini, Nicolò Alemanni, and the Lateran Triclinium of Leo III: An
Episode in Restoration and Seicento Medieval Studies,” Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome 40
(1995): 175, 176.
Fig. 3 Mosaics of the Triclinium of Leo III, Rome, Scala Santa
Leo III receives a pallium from his papal predecessor while Charlemagne, like Constan-
tine, receives a standard (Fig. 5). The presence of Constantine in the triclinium mosaics
may have been wholly an invention of the seventeenth century.19 An epigraph, likely
composed by Vatican librarian Niccolò Alemanni, stated that the mosaics celebrate the
theory of the translatio imperii and the establishment of peace in Rome after an uprising
against Leo III.20 Francesco Barberini also paid for the publication of a book by Ale-
manni elaborating on the subject of the mosaics.21 Reiterated by Alemanni, the trans-
latio imperii was a centuries-old argument for papal supremacy over imperial power
based on the idea that Leo III had transferred the authority originally invested in Con-
stantine in the East to Charlemagne in the West.22 Leo III having set the precedent, his
successors had equal right to invest that authority where they wished. The translatio
imperii foresaw the lawful interference of the pope in imperial elections.23 The argument
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Fig. 4 Triclinium mosaic, west. From: Lateranensi-
bus parietinis dissertatio historica Nicolai Alemanni.
Additis quae ad idem argumentum spectantia 
scripserunt … Caesar Rasponus et Josephus Simonius
Assemanus … 
Fig. 5 Triclinium mosaic, east. From: Lateranensi-
bus parietinis dissertatio historica Nicolai Alemanni.
Additis quae ad idem argumentum spectantia 
scripserunt …Caesar Rasponus et Josephus Simonius
Assemanus … Apud haeredem Bartholomei 
was, unsurprisingly, contested outside the Papal States, and criticisms of Alemanni’s
book were raised in France although no formal refutation was immediately published.24
Wishing to revive the sixteenth-century project for equestrian statues of secular rulers in
St. Peter’s, Alexander VII may have been inspired to transform their identities into
Charlemagne and Constantine by the earlier seventeenth-century project for the tri-
clinium, the central message of which was papal prerogative over imperial rule. Paired
equestrians of Constantine and Charlemagne in the narthex of St. Peter’s would have
been a reminder to Louis XIV of papal pretensions to authority over the whole of the
Christian world and of the French kings’ historical role as defenders of the church.25
It would have been a particularly meaningful message in years that saw repeated political
and theological conflicts between the papacy and France, ranging from the Créqui affair
to tension over Jansenism.26 The potential of the idea lasted for decades: in the early
1690s there were rumours that a statue of Louis XIV, rather than Charlemagne, was to
be placed in the narthex opposite Constantine.27
Equestrian Pairs
Paired equestrian monuments were also part of Alexander VII’s idea for a new palace
complex on the Quirinal hill. Dorothy Metzger Habel has reconstructed a sketch plan,
attributable to Bernini, for a regular piazza on the Quirinal. The piazza was to be shaped
by the papal palace on the north side and, on the south, by stables.28 Habel convincingly
argues that Alexander intended to move the famed ancient Dioscuri, at that point
positioned to frame the opening of the Via Pia, to either side of the stable entrance 
(Fig. 6).29 The horsemen would have been visible from the palace entrance and from the
Via Pia, and thus would have continued the tradition of placing equestrian statues in
relation to imperial palace entrances, as can be seen for example with the original place-
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28 Dorothy Metzger Habel, The Urban Development of Rome in the age of Alexander VII (Cambridge:
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29 There had also been a previous plan, laid out by Ottaviano Mascarino, to move the horsemen to flank
the entrance to the palace proper. Metzger Habel, Urban Development, 18.
ment of the Marcus Aurelius at the Lateran, the statue of Theodoric at Aachen, and
many more.30
In the seventeenth century the Dioscuri were given a number of different identifica-
tions. In his 1665 guidebook to Rome, dedicated to Alexander VII, Famiano Nardini
identified both horses and masters as representations of Alexander the Great and his
horse Bucephalus and suggested that they were brought to Rome by Constantine to
decorate his baths on the hill.31 In Bernini’s biographies the equestrian Louis XIV is
referred to as a colosso, putting it on par, at least, with other colossal statues like the
Dioscuri.32 Similarly, Pierre Cureau de La Chambre noted the size of the block of marble
and of the horse and figure, both larger than life, and praised Bernini for having sculpt-
ed the pedestal, horse, and rider out of a single block of marble, a thing “never done in
antiquity.”33 In its broadest parameters, perhaps Alexander VII’s thinking extended to a
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Fig. 6 Giovanni Battista Piranesi, Fountain of the Dioscuri (1748–1774)
pair of pairs – the two Alexander the Greats on the Quirinal, and Constantine and
Charlemagne at the Vatican. The statues at the Quirinal palace would have underscored
the notion of the papacy as the rightful heirs of the authority of imperial power in Rome
through Constantine, while the statues at the Vatican would have praised the secular
heirs of that authority as defenders of the church, cognizant of their dependence on the
pope.
Louis XIV
Domenico Bernini provides an extensive description of the Louis XIV’s concetto, told in
his father’s voice: the work is said to show the King “in a state that he and he alone had
been capable of reaching […] by means of his glorious campaigns,” with “a jubilant
expression on his face and an attractive smile on his mouth,” as a rider at the summit of
the mountain of Glory where he will presumably be crowned for his achievements.34
The allegorical conceit provided a convenient justification for the awkward mass of rock
required to support the belly of the rearing marble horse. It also introduced a note of
closure. On the whole the statue implies a sense of finality: the King has reached the top
of the mountain of Glory, he is contented, and now he may rest. By retaining the same
formal language as the Constantine, the Louis XIV translates the former’s reactive theme –
the recognition of divine power – into a proactive one. Unlike the first Christian em-
peror, who sees a sign and recognizes the limitations and source of his authority, Berni-
ni’s French king reaches his goal of earthly glory and voluntarily curbs his imperial and
personal ambition. In its complex allegory the work breaks with the traditional model of
a militaristic equestrian monument, which the French expected Bernini to follow. Car-
dinal d’Estrées wrote to Colbert in 1672 suggesting that ornaments and trophies be in-
serted at the foot of the monument to commemorate Louis’ military conquests in
Holland.35 The request was incorporated into the final version of the work in an imagi-
native form, as curling flags that unfurl from where they are rolled and propped under-
neath the horse’s belly (Fig. 7).36 There was then a message of military triumph and
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speech in Domenico’s Lives see Steven F. Ostrow, “Bernini’s voice: from Chantelou’s ‘Journal’ to the
‘Vite’,” in Bernini’s Biographies: Critical Essays, ed. Maarten Delbeke, Evonne Levy, and Steven 
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equestrian statue of Louis XIV for the Louvre. Martin, Les Monuments équestres, 56–58.
35 Wittkower, “Bernini’s equestrian,” 524, doc. 43.
36 Berger, “Bernini’s Louis XIV,” 242–243. Robert W. Berger, In the garden of the Sun King: Studies on
the park of Versailles under Louis XIV (Washington/D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and 
national victory, but it seemed disconnected from the overall attitude of the horse and
rider. Berger has argued that it was precisely this disconnect that both startled and
angered the Sun King.37
By the time that Bernini was working seriously on the Louis XIV the on-going conflict
between France and Spain had erupted anew as a result of Louis XIV’s campaigns in
Holland. While the so-called Dutch War (1672–78) could be supported by the papacy, as
it was ostensibly a battle against the Protestants to bring territory in the Low Countries
back to the Christian fold, in practice the issue was trickier. Incursions into Holland
brought the French into conflict with Spain through Habsburg holdings in the Nether-
lands. Outright war between the Christian kings once again became a real possibility. In
1672 the French invaded the Dutch Netherlands looking to regain territory and to in-
cite a war with Spain.38 In October 1673 first Spain, then France, declared war against
the other.39 Thus the message of the defeat of heresy, which was embedded in the 
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37 Berger, “Bernini’s Louis XIV,” 243–247.
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Fig. 7 Gian Lorenzo Bernini, Study for the 
Equestrian Monument of Louis XIV, 
Dis. Bass. 2.90.186, pencil, ink, and brown water-
colour on paper applied to canvas, 390 × 275 mm,
Musei Civici di Bassano del Grappa
Louis XIV from the outset in its connections to the Constantine, became complicated.40
How could the French king be praised for his victories over the Protestants and on
behalf of the Church, while at the same time be reminded that those victories should
have an overarching common goal, that of preserving peace in Christendom? Bernini’s
allegorical approach appears to be an attempt to strike that balance. The work praises
the king for his virtue and, by representing him already at the peak of the mountain of
glory thus obtained, implies that he could afford to cease the bloodshed. 
In Domenico Bernini’s Life he explains that his father had placed Louis XIV on the
summit of the mountain of virtue “as the unchallenged proprietor of the glory that at
the price of blood his name had acquired.”41 Just a phrase before, Gian Lorenzo/
Domenico Bernini refers to the “calamitous travails” that came with the ascent to glory
and characterizes that ascent as “dolorous.”42 Bernini may have had a particularly
personal reason as well to emphasize the costs of King Louis XIV’s ambitions, beyond
lives lost in battle. In March of 1667, Colbert wrote to Bernini to pass on the King’s
regrets – and excuses – for why the artist’s Louvre plans were being abandoned. Colbert
wrote that “it would be difficult to embark on so considerable a project in the present
state of war both by land and sea, whose duration, being uncertain, might necessitate
suspension.”43 Toward the end of the same year Colbert reassured Bernini that the king
will be willing “to have a building specially constructed to display [the equestrian Louis
XIV ] in all its beauty”, but the promise must have rung hollow.44 Bernini’s much-bela-
boured Louvre project was thus itself a victim of Louis’ warmongering, and the eques-
trian project a less-than-welcome compensation.
Finally, the pacific intent of the sculpture is explained in a letter in praise of Bernini’s
equestrian Louis XIV written in 1673 by Padre Gian Paolo Oliva, the General of the
Jesuit order and an acquaintance of Bernini’s, to Padre Ferrier, Louis XIV’s confessor.45
In his letter, Oliva uses the lack of a crown, one of the suggested flaws of the Louis XIV,
as the jumping off point for a discussion of three metaphorical crowns worn by the king.
The typological similarity between Oliva’s three crowns and the triple-tiered papal tiara
ties the personal and political triumphs of the French king to the papacy. The first of the
crowns, that of joy, was given to the king at birth, and it showed him to be the prince of
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all states. The second, of laurel, was given to him by the “many heretical piazzas con-
quered by his sword.” This conceit once again ties the Louis XIV to the Constantine, sug-
gesting that the aim in both was to represent the respective rulers as victors over heresy,
thus carrying out their roles as protectors of the church. Oliva’s final crown, “the most
glorious of all and by all yearned for,” is that of olive, which encircles His Majesty “with
universal peace among faithful princes.” However, Oliva notes that such a crown cannot
be made in iron, and that Bernini has not placed it on the temples of the king’s statue.
In Oliva’s words, only a king who can surpass himself after having overcome the enemies
of the faith can take up such a crown; having achieved glory the king must now find
self-restraint and put the good of Christendom as a whole ahead of his personal ambi-
tion and the ambitions of the French monarchy. Oliva urges Ferrier to use all his spi-
ritual counsel to offer to the king “the branches of a crown which, in the eyes of God
and the side of good, precedes any other diadem …”46 Bernini’s equestrian statue of
Louis XIV, in Oliva’s reading, was thus intentionally lacking. To satisfy the king, the sta-
tue commemorates Louis XIV’s past military prowess and victories, but hints of the
‘weary labour’ that went into the ascent to glory were meant to act as a reminder that,
having reached the heights of glory, arms could be put to rest.
Lavin argues that “[t]he restrained intensity of the equestrian portrait and the bust of
Louis expressed the radical political idea that the true basis of just rule lay in individual
virtue and self-control rather than in inherited rank and unbridled power.”47 In Lavin’s
estimation the equestrian project was ‘subversive’, ironic, and radical, as Bernini created
his Louis XIV in the image of a new kind of ideal moral ruler.48 If we consider the eques-
trian monument not as part of a unified trio of Parisian projects (problematic given the
haphazard development of Bernini’s works for the French) but on its own terms, the spi-
rit of the message begins to look quite different. Produced in Rome after the failure of
the Louvre project and in bellicose circumstances that threatened the Western Christian
world, the message of the Louis XIV equestrian does not appear subversive or ironic. It
is, rather, an overt reminder, an admonishment from the papacy to a wayward Christian
monarch. The message of the Louis XIV equestrian is a reflection of traditional papal
imagery and politics, which proclaimed that temporal power should be limited by spi-
ritual power, and that supreme spiritual power is, ultimately, held by the papacy.49
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An Altieri Equestrian
The significance of the Louis XIV and the Constantine in political relations between
France and the papacy surfaces in a Roman avviso of 1670. On 11 October 1670, less
than six months after the election of Cardinal Emilio Altieri to the throne as Pope Cle-
ment X and just two weeks before the unveiling of the Constantine, an anonymous av-
viso narrated that: 
Thursday after lunch His Holiness went in a litter to see the construction of the new palace at the
Gesù. There in the courtyard he expected to see the statue of Don Gaspare, his nephew, on horse-
back, as had been ordered of Cavaliere Bernini along with an advance on the payment, but he did
not have this satisfaction. Turning to the Cavaliere, who was there with him, he lamented with
him over this delay, at which Bernini tried to humbly apologize, but the Pope continued on, smil-
ing [and saying], ‘We believe that with these horses of yours, the King of France will not come to
Rome, nor will my nephew be taken to Paris’.50
The avviso writer uses the occasion to make a joke, in the pope’s voice, at Bernini’s
expense. Clement X was about to unveil Bernini’s long-awaited Constantine (on Octo-
ber 29), and it would have been well known that the marble for the Louis XIV had al-
ready been sitting in Bernini’s studio for over a year; to Romans, talk of a third eques-
trian must have seemed improbable at best.51
There is no further evidence for an Altieri equestrian project, although such an auda-
cious commission does not seem beyond the notably grasping Gaspare Altieri.52
Whether the project for an Altieri equestrian ever existed, the avviso indicates that in
Rome Bernini’s equestrians were seen as objects involved in diplomatic exchange. The
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Louis XIV connected the French king to Rome, opening channels of negotiation and
reminding the king of his responsibilities toward the papacy and the larger Christian
world. The exchange implied in the avviso can be related to continuing papal concerns
over the French king’s loyalty to the larger Catholic cause and over his willingness to
submit to the authority of St. Peter. In June of 1670, in one of the first acts of his
papacy and in response to an attempt by Louis XIV to take over rights traditionally held
by the Roman Church, Clement X published the Superna magni Patris familias, which
dealt with disputes over the sacrament of confession and reaffirmed the papacy’s central
and sole ability to decide on ecclesiastical disputes in France.53 Clement was also fixated
on the dream of another crusade. In 1670 he was trying to encourage an alliance be-
tween the Holy Roman Emperor and Poland in order to stop the Turks, and making
military preparations himself. Louis XIV, on the contrary, sent an envoy to Constanti-
nople at the beginning of the same year with the mission of re-establishing good rela-
tions between the French and the east, a worrying indication that he was not interested
in papal plans.54 What emerges from the 1670 avviso is that Bernini’s Louis XIV was
thought of in a binary relationship with a Roman project representing the papacy. The
constellation of works – a hypothetical Gaspare, the Louis XIV, and the Constantine –
create a series of openings for discussions intended to bring Louis XIV back in line with
the papal ideal of a unified Christian world.55
Rumors
In 1673 there is an abrupt break in the epistolary record related to Bernini’s Louis XIV
equestrian, as Colbert cut off communication with the artist about the statue. Daniela
del Pesco has suggested that this break was tied to Elpidio Benedetti’s machinations to
have the statue set up on the Spanish steps rather than sent to France.56 As Bernini’s
pension was no longer paid out after 1673, Wittkower argued that the statue was finish-
ed, thus there was no need to continue the communication.57 Wittkower also acknow-
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ledged however that Colbert may have simply given in to pressure to abandon Bernini’s
project, and turned his focus to Charles Le Brun.58 There is a further, not necessarily
mutually exclusive, explanation: an alternative project for an equestrian statue drew
French attention away from Bernini. In the late fall of 1673 two avvisi notices reported
that a bronze statue of King Louis XIV was underway in Rome. The first, dated Octo-
ber 28, reported that: “A very beautiful statue in bronze representing the Most Christian
King, armed on horseback, is being made here on the orders of that King to send to
Paris.”59 In November another avviso surfaced, reporting that: 
Essendo poi stato veduto il disegno del Gran piedestallo, sopra il quale da sedere la scritta statua
di bronzo, che fa qui fabbricare il Xmo, vi è stato chi ha detto, che servirà quanto di terrore a suoi
nemici per esser fondato sopra formidabili cannoni. (The design of the great pedestal, on which
the aforementioned statue in bronze that the Christian king is having made here will sit, has been
seen; there were those who said that it will serve as much to terrorize his enemies, as it is set up on
formidable cannons).60
The avviso contains a play-on-words around fondato, from fondare, to establish or set up.
The suggestion is that the pedestal is to be decorated with military imagery – particular-
ly cannons. The statue will thus rest on serious armoury, as Louis XIV’s power rests on
military might. Cannons were almost synonymous with Louis XIV’s military ambitions
in these years: the French cannon used in the Dutch War in the late 1660’s were marked
with the motto ‘Ultima Ratio Regis’, “the final argument of the king.”61 In a more indi-
rect way, fondato evokes fondere, to cast, as in to cast a bronze. The idea of bronze
casting as representative of military might was standard at the time, as the technical pro-
cess was the same as creating cannon.62
It is not surprising that the French would consider an alternative equestrian project
in 1672/1673. In the summer and early fall of 1672 Bernini fell seriously ill, and his
marble Louis XIV was in an uncertain state of development.63 It was only at the end of
that year that he finished the head of the king, leaving the body of the horse largely to
students at the French Academy in Rome. In the fall of 1673 Colbert was still negoti-
ating for more marble to create a stone base for the work.64 The situation may have
begun to appear hopeless.
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At the same time Elpidio Benedetti, formerly Mazarin’s agent in Rome and a fierce
protector of French interests, began once again to make noise about realizing a monu-
mental staircase at Trinità dei Monti featuring a bronze equestrian of the French king, a
project first mentioned in 1660.65 The original project, as envisioned by Cardinal Maza-
rin, was to be “in memory of the Peace [of the Pyrenees],” thus that equestrian was also
conceived of in terms of the tense relationship between the French and the Spanish.66 In
the summer of 1672 the Duke d’Estrées reported to the French king that Benedetti was
considering selling his villa on the Janiculum hill in order to finance the stairs.67 Bene-
detti’s plan called for a bronze equestrian statue of Louis XIV; the statue was anticipated
to be the most expensive element of the project.68 The whole idea was unlikely to have
ever found papal support, and the equestrian statue was a particular sticking point.69 In
the end the plan came to nothing. 
The drawings mentioned in the 1673 avviso do not however appear to relate to Bene-
detti’s plan. The equestrian in question was to go to France, not to remain in Rome.
Benedetti’s project is recorded in two drawings; the pedestal shown in both is substan-
tial, but does not have any symbols of military victory, no cannons or trophies.70 Instead
the pedestal is entirely covered with text, a characteristic that can be related to Benedet-
ti’s own logomaniacal taste in architectural decoration.71 The military references of this
mystery equestrian are entirely likely for a project conceived circa 1672–73. In 1672, in
the lead up to the Dutch War, Louis XIV was preparing to invade the Spanish territory
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of Franche-Comté; by 1673 a declaration of war had been drafted against Spain, and in
the same year the Spanish in turn declared war on the French as a result of intrusions
into the Spanish Netherlands.72 This was an intensification of the perpetually strained
relationship between the two ‘Most Christian’ crowns, a strain that was often felt on the
streets of Rome. The friction appears, only somewhat in jest, in another avviso. In
January 1672 it was reported that: “A footman of the Marquis Astora, wanting to take
down from a wall an image of St. Dominic belonging to the noble Guzman family of
Spain, caused the image to fall on another of St. Louis, King of France, shattering the
latter, and it was said that even the saints of these two nations want to smash each
other’s heads in.”73 The tone is satirical, the substance serious – despite the 1659 Peace
of the Pyrenees theoretically establishing a truce between the two nations, France and
Spain continued to challenge each other throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. Renewed rumours of an equestrian monument of Louis XIV in 1673, expli-
citly intended to ‘terrorize’ the French king’s enemies, reflect the renewed tensions be-
tween the two nations in those years over the French war in Holland.
Conclusion
Geographically separated yet ideologically linked, Bernini’s completed equestrians, the
Constantine and the Louis XIV, express similar messages of the limits placed on secular
power by divine authority. Examples of paired equestrians in Rome have been discussed
here, but such pairs are of course also markers of Medicean Florence, Farnese Piacenza,
and Hapsburg Madrid. Yet, Bernini’s Louis XIV and the marble Constantine from which
it springs are fundamentally unlike the majority of bronze equestrian statues made in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries by Italian artists for foreign rulers, all of which
are essentially in the tradition of equestrian portraits as images of martial authority. Ber-
nini’s horses and their riders inhabit abstract narrative and allegorical universes and can-
not be read as straightforward glorifications of military prowess. His equestrian statues
attempt to push the type in new directions of storytelling and signification, but their
joint meaning is to be sought in deep-rooted traditions of papal imagery.
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